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• 1. INTR()J)t.(;'I'ION 

The SRS is the world's first, purpose built, high ener9Y synchrotron 

radiation aaurce and it was design$d to meet several requirements speci

fied by the user community. The spectrum needed to satisfy both the VUV 

user and the k-ray user, and this is reflected in the energy and size of 

the storage ring. The other major aspect of the storage ring, the parti

cular type of lattice used j is a consequence of the following requirements I 

a) l\ beam current of 1000 rnA should be aimed at. 

bl Good: access to the radiation should be available, permitting' beams 

with wide horizontal angles. 

") Users should have guaranteed access to the be~ lines during stored 

beam conditional at leaat for beams up to 20 mr wide. 

Ths choice of lattice to meet these requirements WAS determined by 

the following logical arguments. Point a) means that the beam emittance 

muet not be sO small that, at the injection ensrgy, the beam current is 

limited by the T¢uschek effect. Point c) implies, from considerations of 

electron loss processes and the reeulting high ener9Y radiation, tnat beam 

line tangent points must be at the centre of the dipole MAgnets. The posi

tions of the resulting beam lines forces the lattice quadrupolee to lie 

well dovn the straight BQctions which follow the dipoles, as also does 

point b) since wide beams cannot be got through the apertures or side 

yokes of the quadrupOleso 

A FOno lattice with the quadrqpoles at the downstream end of the 

straight sections was therefore chosen because it meete all the require

ments given above. 

At the time of the design stUdy ueer commsnts on the beam size ~re 

that it should be ae small os possible in one plane. In most electron 

etor8ge rings the vertical beam size is smaller than the hori%ontal snd in 

the SRS it vas decided to minimise the vertical beam size by the use of 16 

well distributed skew quadrupole lenaes~ 

In the mesntime, following the design of the sas, the world of syn

chrotron radiation has e~olved with changed emphases. It has been realised 

thot matching radiation be4mB with focusing ~irror8 to monochromators and 

other instrumentation is lINCh easier fpr beams which have small emittance. 

in both planes. Secondly a great interest has developed in devices such as 

undulatora and free electron lasers which require storage rings with long 

straight sections with specific properties. Cbn$equently the later gener

ation of dedicated synchrotron radiation BOurcee have included long 

straight sections for inserted devices and have stressed the importance of 

producing the smallest possible beam emittance in both planes. The achieve

ment of large stored currents has not been EftPh.asised. 

As it stands the sas is potentially an excellent synchrotron radia

tion source. Nevertheless. with the passage of time fUrther developments 

in the synchrotron radiation field and competition from the new generation 

machines may result in pressure to considu modifying the performance of 

the SRS. The ways in which this could be done range between the extremes 

of simply adjusting the focusing strength of the ~adrupoles to rebuilding 

the whole storage ring. 

This paper will consider the impro~ements to the 5RS performance 

which would result from a series of different modifications that have the 

common feature of leaving unchanged the ring of dipole magnets. The modi

fications will be made to the number and location of the quadrupole magnets 

which lie in the straight sections. 

It is hoped that a clear indication is given of the improvements to 

the beam characteristics of the Bas which are feasible and may be worth

while. The practical problems of getting beam linea past or through quad

rupoles and of locating the other neces~ry storage ring equipment (r.f~ 

cavities, injection kickers, etc) will require further study. 

2. PRESENT SRS 

The prosent SRS lattice is a FOOO structure, which ia shown in fig.1 

with the major lattice functions~ It has been shown{l) that these lattices 

produce the best beam brightness when operated at high phase advances. In 

accordance with this principle the SRS i8 dssigned to operate at phase ad~ 

vances which give betatron tune values of 3.25 in the borizontal plane 
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(Qx) and 2.25 in the vertical plane (Qy). with eight unit cells the lat

tioo stability limit is at a tune value of 4.0. Figure 1 also gives the 

beam oizes calculated for the best iow couplinq condition. 

A smaller horh.onul emittance would result if thO SRS wao operated 

at tunes of ~ • 3.25, ~ m 1.25. However at this settinq the vertical 

beam sizeD at the tanqant points are actually larqer heeautre the betatron 

amplitude function (B) bas increased. The beam sizes for this operatinq 

point are also givon in fig_1. 

3. ACHRcttA'l'IC ARC lATTICE 

The horizontal beam emittance 1n an electron storaqe ring is control

led by the value, within the bending magnets, of a olightly complicated 

function of the betatron amplitude functlon~ the disperslon and the qradi

ento of both those. One way of Maklng a amall emittance 1s to design the 

storaqe ring such that the dispersion is small, especially in the regions 

where the botatron amplitude function is large. This technique has been 

used in the design of the Brookhaven x-ray ring(2), the ESRF(3) and 

BESSy(4). 

Such a lattico is built up from bending sections whlch are achromatic 

or non-dispersive between input and output. The bendlng sections are then 

linked together by straights containing quadrupoles which provide the 

focusing of the lattice. The dispersion In these straights io zero. 

In its oirnplest form the achromatic Bectlon comprises a eymmetric 

pair of dipole magnetB with a focusing quadrupole placed in the centre of 

the straight between them. The function of the quadrupole is to focus the 

dispersed trajec;ories from the centre of the first magnet to the centre 

of the Ilecond. 

The SRS could be converted to an achromatic arc lattice by placing a 

focusing quadrupole at the cOntre of alternate st~aight sections and a 

quadrupole triplet in the remaining four straights. ~is arrangement is 

ohown in f1g.2 together with the calculated beam properties~ 

It is apparent that a very low emittence could be achieved. There are 

however a number of drawbaCks witb this type of lattice. Firstly the work

ing region in which the machine ia stable is very a.all and thus the stor

age ring is very sensitive to errors. secondly the chromaticity is very 

difficult to control due to the shape of the betatron fUnctions and there 

is little space for the &extupoles where they are needed. Thirdly the qra

dlents in the quadrupoles tend to be rather high. 

A further criticism which could be levelled at the SAS modified 1n 

this way ls that hardly any room is left for r.f. cavities. injection kic

kers etc. An attempt has been made to overcome thAse objections by study

ing a variation Which would uoo a quadrupole doublet In pl~ce of the trip

let. Although thls would give more space the resulting lattice beh~ves 

very badly and exhibits larqe peaks In the vertical hetatron fUnction. 

Also the emittsnce is no smaller thsn can be achieved by other arrange

mente. 

Therefore it dppears that the lattice modlfied in the form of an 

achromatic arc lattice does not seem foasible. although this type of ar

rangement probably sets the standard for the l~st achievable emittance. 

4. LI\'PI'ICE WITH LOHG STRAlGU'l'S 

,, 
Althouqh the distance separating the ends of the dipole magnets in tho 

SRS Is just over 3.9 m, by the time space has been allocated for quadtu

poleo, BPIs, pump tees, bellows, etc, there only remains about t.s m of 

free space. This io just about sufficient to accommodate a superconduct

ing three pols wi99ler. 

A realistic undulator with enough poles to produce a reasonable line 

width (say 25 periods of length 100 ~ would require about 2.5 m of 

sttaight section length and this io clearly out of the question with the 

present sas lattice. Therefore a modification hRa been considered in which 

alternate straighto are left entirely free of quadrupoles, the lattice 

focusing beinq done by quadrupOles in the other eight straights~ In prin

ciple theBe quadrupoles could be in the form of a doublet but in practise 

a symmetrlc triplet works much better. 
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propertiea. A useful reduction ia achieved in both the eMittance and the 

momentum compaction factor. ~\e implication of the latter is that the 

bunch length is 15\ shorter at 2 GeV or~ given the same r.f. power, the 

atorage ring could be operated up to 2.15 GeV~ 

The configuration of the vertical betatron function is quite suitable 

for an undulator since the value is reasonably high and constant through 

the long straight. On the other hand the ratios between the horizintal 

and vertical beta values imply that chromaticity control is likely to be 

tricky. 

Of the eight 10n9 straights in the storage ring. two would be needed 

for r.f. cavities and two for injection leaving four for undulators. 

5.. '!WO QUADRUPOLSS PER B'i'RA1GIIT 

The installation of an eKtra quadrupole at the upstream end of every 

straight section would convert the SRS from a FOOO lattice with B unit 

cells to one with 16 cells. This would permit an increa6e in fOcusing 

power to achieve higher betatron tunes with a consequent reduction in the 

beta values and the lattice dispersion, and hence a reduction in emittance. 

The unit cell structure is shown in fig.4 with a summary of the beam 

properties. A considerable reduction in emittance and ~ntum compaction 

factor is indicated. Due to the small momentum compaction the bunch length 

at 2 GeV would be reduced by about 55\ for the same installed r.f. power. 

Alternatively, with the same r~f. power the machine could be operated at 

2.5 GaV but consideration must be given to whether the magnsts could 

produce the necessary field. 

There is much to co:mmtmd a FOOO lat.t.1c::e of this type 1 it is stable 

and controllablet the chromaticity is easy to correct and the quadrupole 

gradients are moderate. FOr the SRS modified in this way the ~in t::oncern 

would be in making sure that enough room was left for other necessary 

equipment (r.f. cavities, injection kickers etc) and in gettin~ tl~ radia

tion beams past or thrQugh the new quadrupoles. 

Since the modified FODO lattice with 16 unit cells looks a little 

short of space for other equipment. a compromise approach has been studied. 

This has an extra quadrupole in only half the straight sections and so 

does not use up so much available space. 

The arrangement ia shown in fig.5. This lattice may be thought of as 

containing four unit cella each of which has two asym.metrib quadrupole 

triplets, one triplet being .'11\ D1 F1B, the other 02A F2 02'&. 

Consequently, although it is a very flexible lattice it needs six 

separate sets of power supplies for the quadrupoles. The lattice is quite 

well-behaved for such an odd arrangement, but it does not produce a very 

low emittance. It Is interesting to note that the straight$ which contain 

only one quadrupole have a fairly low disper$ion. Thi$ could be useful for 

installing high field wigglers s~nce the eMittance blow up from the wig

glers would be fairly arnall. 

7. CONCLUSIOHS 

Substantial reductions in horizontal be~ ~ittance can be achieved 

by modifying the lattice to an achromatic arc type or by doubling the num

ber of unit cells. The latter approach is preferred since it results in a 

much better behaved lattice_ 

The reduction in momentum compaction factor which also takes place 

would mean that the maxi~um energy could be increased to 2.5 GeV without 

needing more r.f. power_ It is not clear if the bending magnets could be 

pushed to the necessary field level (1~5 T). 

Other types of lattice modification can result in longer straight sec

tion free space, a range of adjustable beta values, or straight sections 

with low dispersion. These verslon5 do not greatly reduce the horizontal 

beam emittance or the momentum compaction factor. 

All modifications will call for !nstallatlon of fur~her quadrupoles 
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into the existing lattice, ~nd t~e problem of hringing a synchrotron radi

ation beam pipe pant. or through. t~ese quadrupoles remains to be solved. 

other practical problema such as injection l the location of r.f. cavities. 

etc. have yet to be studied in dct~ilo Many of these pr~ctical problenm 

will be better' i1aseeeed after experience has been gained in operating tho 

storage ring in its present form. 
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FIGURE CA.PTIONS 
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Fig. 1 	 Lattice parameters and beam siz08 for the standard SRS lattico. 

30 
Fig.2 	 Lattice p.;.rameters and beam sizes for the achromatie arc 

lattice. 
P 20 
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straights. 10 

Fig.3 tattiee parametetn snd beam sizes for the lattice with long 
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Fig.4 	 La ttice p.;.rameters and beam sizos for the lattiee with two o 	 q 0 
quadrupoles per straight. 

Pig.5 	 Tmttice parameters and beam sizes for the lattiee with an extra Fig.1 
quadrupole in every other straight. 
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